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"Now that our country has such a big trade relationship

Chinese Language News
Chinese Language Week 2016
A Chinese Immerson Day at Avonhead College in Christchurch was one of the
many events that took place across schools in New Zealand as part of Chinese
Language Week 12-19th September. The photos adjacent show some of the
activities that students, teachers and the wider community got involved in.
Chinese Language Week is an initiative that the founding organisation says is
“about bridging cultural differences”. It was great to see this celebrated in the
sphere of education, where teachers of Chinese work all year round to bridge
the gap between New Zealand and China for their students by developing
their linguistic and cultural knowledge.
Posters with Chinese phrases and pronunciation were created for use in the
classroom. Find and download them here.

Short Film Contest for Students of Chinese
A short film contest for school-age learners of Chinese saw some fantastic
contributions by students who collaborated to put together a concept, script and
performance on the topic “China and Me”.
The various awards presented at the Prizegiving on 16th September credited the
best overall film/language/creativity/script/performance. The many proud faces
was a testament to the great efforts and talent of those involved.
The contest was the first of it’s kind and organisers Jiwei Fu, National Adviser for
Chinese at ILEP and NZCLTA hope to repeat the occasion in the future, providing
a fun and worthwhile project for Chinese language classes to get involved in.

Results
Best Language Award: “Friends and Family” by Lynfield College
Best Film Award: “China Trip” by Westlake Boys’ High School
Best Script Award: “Chinese Master” by Rangiora High School
Best Creativity Award: “Rugby” by Lincoln High School
Best Performance Award: “Chinese and Me” by Wellington East Girls’ College
Westlake Boys’ & Lynfield College
students receive their prizes

Chinese Young Ambassadors
In July 2016, the Wuxi Young Ambassadors visited Hamilton, their sister city and
the Chinese students spent a day in Hillcrest High school to experience what it
felt like to be a high school student in a New Zealand school. This group of
students and Hillcrest students performed and exchanged their talents during
the event. While the Wuxi students were in Hamilton, the principal from Hillcrest
High Kelvin Whiting was visiting Wuxi, discussing establishing and cementing
relationships between high schools in both cities. The visit was short but the
students enjoyed their experiences immensely. May this be the beginning of
many merry events to come for our students in the future.
By Christina Howard-Shi, Hillcrest High School
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Oceania Conference
The Inaugural Oceania Chinese Language teacher’s
conference organised by the New Zealand Chinese
Language Teacher’s Association, the Auckland Confucius
Institute, and ILEP was held in Auckland from September 23
-25th. It was supported by various New Zealand
organisations, the Chinese Diplomatic team for New
Zealand and the Consulate General in Auckland. Over 90
Chinese language teachers from New Zealand and the wider
Oceania region attended the conference as well as Dr. Jian
Yang (National MP and New Zealand China Council
representative), Martin East (President of NZALT), Nora Yao
(Director of the Confucius Institute in Auckland), Dr Jiwei Fu
(National Adviser for Chinese), Nigel Evans (National
Assessment Facilitator), Wendy Thomson (Director of TPDL),
Dongbo Fang (Education Consul of the Consulate General of
China in Auckland) and Sharon Harvey (Professor at AUT).
Speeches recognised the increased demand for Chinese
language teachers because of the fast development of the
New Zealand-China relationship and the great contributions
of diligent teachers of Chinese language and culture as well
as the important role of Chinese education networks and
organisations such as NZALT. Hope that the enthusiasm for
learning Chinese and understanding the culture amongst
young people will continue was expressed.
Nora Yao presented her research and pointed out that
although the number of primary and secondary students

learning Chinese is increasing which is very encouraging,
Chinese teachers still need to work hard to increase the
quality of teaching and learning to maintain students’
motivation and interest. Tian Huang, the president of New
Zealand Chinese Languages Teachers Association (NZCLTA)
said the conference has become a milestone for New
Zealand Chinese education. Chinese teaching not only
needs depth but also breadth and she welcomed Chinese
teachers from Oceania to work co-operatively and open up
new prospects.
During the two day conference there were keynote
speeches and multiple presentations from experts as well as
experienced New Zealand Chinese language teachers
covering topics covered Chinese teaching pedagogy,
Chinese language assessment, teaching of Chinese culture,
Chinese teaching resources, teachers registration and more.
The attendees praised the conference and agreed that they
had gained a lot from it. We hope these teachers will play
active roles in promoting Chinese language teaching and
learning in New Zealand and Oceania.
By Dr. Jiwei Fu, National Adviser for Chinese, ILEP

Rotorua Interschool Chinese Speech Competition
On Friday 19 August, 117 students from Years 5-13, from
17 schools participated in this years competition at
Western Heights High School organized by Laytee George.
The new schools this year included Tauriko and Oropi
schools from Tauranga, Tarawera High in Kawerau and Te
Kura Panguru O Taumata in Panguru, who travelled 10
hours to be with us!
It was a challenging time for judges National Chinese
Advisor Dr Fu Jiwei, Director Confucius Institute Victoria
University Prof. Yang Xiaoqing and Past President NZCLA
Kweiyi Dannenbring. The judges were unanimous in their
praise of the high quality of the tonal accuracy of the
students as well as fascinated with the creativity of their
presentations in particular the children from the primary
schools!
Mayor Steve Chadwick in his address spoke of how
learning Chinese would give students a “huge advantage”
and they will be the generation of New Zealanders who
can communicate with the Chinese in their native tongue.

Results
Category A: Years 5&6
1st Tyler Pendergrast – Oropi School
Category B: Years 7&8
1st Nikia Davis – Tarawera High
Category C: Year 9
1st Majean Rogers – Tarawera High
Category D: Year 10
1st Breyton Westrupp - Rotorua Boys’ High School
Category E: Year 11
1st Sion Kang - Western Heights High School
By Laytee George,
Organiser/Teacher
in Charge

Coming up for Chinese
Workshops “IB & CIE Program Comparison: Literature Work”: 26th October
Workshop "The Situation and Challenges of Chinese Language Teaching in New Zealand": 4th N ovem ber
Workshop
"2016 NCEA
external
exam
review": 3rd Decem ber. Em ail chinese@ilep.ac.nz for details.
For
more information
on these
events,
see www.ilep.ac.nz
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French Language News
NZAFT President Announcement
Danielle Payne is the newly appointed President of the New Zealand Association
of French Teachers (NZAFT). Danielle is also the Teacher in Charge of French at
Westlake Girls’ High School on the North Shore of Auckland. Danielle is looking
forward to leading the way with a fantastic network of NZ teachers of French
and welcomes you to become a member of the NZAFT.
You can find details on what membership involves and the association’s activities
on their website www.nzaft.co.nz.

You can contact Danielle directly at: presidentnzaft@gmail.com
Danielle Payne, NZAFT president

Stage de Nouméa—a Teacher’s Experience
Marty Hantz is the Principal at Taradale Primary school and
teaches French to a selected group of 20 Year 6 learners for a
full year as well as having French for Years 5 and 6 learners, as
part of an electives programme. He recently attended an
immersion programme through ILEP to New Calendonia to
further his school’s French language programme.
TPDL rekindled a real passion for learning French as a
language. When you are teaching Year 6 learners you don’t
need to know a heck of a lot however through doing TPDL I
realised that I was short-changing them and myself. The
opportunity to be immersed in that second language was
something I sought and certainly appreciated. Passing DELF
A1 was a good starting point but I learned that I needed to
listen to and respond to French at a much higher level.
Immersion tends to do that!
The Stage was a real balance of French language study at
University, visiting New Caledonian schools and being
exposed to the local cultures. I was eager to push my own
personal boundaries and learn as many relevant phrases as
possible. A real benefit was conversing with as many locals as
I could while there, gaining of personal confidence and picking
up on those formulaic phrases. The real highlight for me was
having that ‘aha’ moment towards the end of the Stage where
I suddenly realised that I was understanding most of what I
was listening to instead of grasping at one or two words in a
sentence but still finding myself two sentences behind… not a
great way to have a conversation!
The programme support my professional development in
French through the gaining of new language, gaining of
confidence and being able to string more and more French
together. The Stage made me realise just how important it is
that I master French. Because of this when we returned I
changed the way that I learn French – going from attendance
at the local Alliance Francaise to organising private tuition.
The Stage was the kick-start of that decision. The Stage also
allowed me to form new acquaintances with other schools.
While one off these hasn’t quite turned out as expected as the
initial keenness to create pen-pals kind of dissipated (from the
Pacific end, not the Taradale end), I am negotiating with
another school to foster a new contact.
I started the TPDL paper in 2015 as I wanted to use that as a
catalyst to commence my Masters. From that I then began to
learn French seriously which, in turn, necessitated applying

for a Stage de Noumea. Due to strong professional
relationships between myself and the principals from
Taradale Intermediate and Taradale High School, we have
started our own COL focused on French and Mandarin. From
the French perspective this has been greatly helped by the
French teacher at THS, Karen Stockill, who was also on the
Stage de Noumea. Our aim is to ensure that French is thriving
in the Taradale community through our collaboration.
From a school-wide perspective I intend to really strengthen
the programme I deliver and work closely with Karen to build
those learning relationships across our three schools. At TPS,
the big push for me is to try to see if our Maori learners will
gain a great deal from learning French and, essentially,
encourage them to continue to be engaged learners.
Personally, I want to pass the DELF A2 exam this year and B1
next year and so on. I will be thinking pretty hard about
applying for an AFS scholarship to France in 2017.
Don’t pretend to get out of your comfort zone, you need to
really get out of your comfort zone. Get out and about as
often as you can, talk to the locals and get involved. If you
have a hobby or sporting activity then make contacts with the
New Caledonians as you may end up using your skills to meet
more people. I refereed a couple of games of rugby in French.
It is definitely not a holiday as there was a great deal of work
and learning to be done. I am sure that this is easier if your
French is strong however you do have to be organised as well
as sociable!

By Marty Hantz, Principal at Taradale
Primary School.

Full article at: www.ilep.ac.nz/scholarshipprogrammes/french/stage de nouméa
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French Interschool Quiz
31 August, 75 students, 10 teachers, 85 fruit bursts, 40 pizzas, 13 rounds, 1 trophy

By Priscilla Pollard, French
Teacher at St Mary’s College

It was lovely to see so many dignified and happy senior students congregate together for an evening of French trivia at St.
Mary's College. The topics covered ranged from history to music, from art to maths and allowed all students to showcase
their varying talents. After a short break for pizza and iceblocks the race was on to the end. A nail-biting tie breaker saw
Team "Jojag" from St. Mary's College lose to "Les Têtus" from King's College. This event would not have occurred without the
support of NZAFT via the Mark Williams award, Morgan our lovely National Adviser and the teachers who were willing to give
up their time to accompany their students. In a time where we are all fighting to keep our students, events like these may
provide some encouragement for students to keep on learning a language. My students said they genuinely enjoyed it and
the Year 12's are already choosing their team name for next year. So don't get too attached to that trophy Simon!
Priscilla developed the idea for an inter-school French quiz
along with her Year 13 students and with the help from an
NZAFT Mark Williams award, voilé!
“ I love seeing the progress that kids make as they often arrive
with nothing apart from "Bonjour" and by the time they leave
Year 13 you can see how much value you have added.”

Why I chose to study French

Teaching Tip!

I began learning French in my third year of high school. I thought learning a
Make a 3x3 grid with formulaic and useful every
language would be an asset to have in terms of employment and it was
day expressions such as 'je voudrais...' 'Puis-je
also a chance to try something new.
Despite growing up in a small rural town in Southland, there has been no
shortage of opportunities. I have been lucky enough to take two trips
abroad with my French, with another trip on the cards. In 2013, I travelled
to Tahiti for 10 days as part of a trip organised through my high school.
This definitely motivated me to take my French further. In 2014 I was
selected to take part in the Shared Histories Programme and was given the
opportunity to travel to France for two weeks as part of the Young
Ambassadors Tour. We spent a lot of this time visiting World War One
related monuments and attending commemorative events, which was an
eye-opening experience.
For the past four years, I have also been exchanging emails with my pen
pal Salomé who lives in Marseille. This has been an awesome way for both
of us to improve our language skills, as we communicate using a mixture of
French and English.

aller aux toilettes ?' . Students sick them on the
front cover of their books and each time they use
one they mark a point in the relevant square on
the grid. At the end of each fortnight/month
(teacher discretion) they add up and this equals
how many minutes of a 'fun' activity the class
gets. Fun activity could be a language learning
game outside, reverse charades...something
where they're still learning but perhaps in a
different way. This could be agreed upon by the
students at the start of each fortnight/month so
they know what they're working towards.

I’m currently doing a Bachelor of Arts at the University of Otago, majoring
in French and Economics. This August I am heading abroad to study at
Université Jean Moulin III in Lyon as part of Otago’s Global Student
Exchange Programme. This will credit my New Zealand degree, with the
bonus of spending a year submersed in French culture and language.
I’m unsure what the future holds career wise. I’d love to work for the
French/New Zealand Embassy or similar, but I’m just going to follow the
path I’m on and see where the future takes me.

Blog: This is how we do français en
Nouvelle-Zélande !
The ILEP National Adviser for French
keeps a blog of news, updates and
announcements for the French teaching
community.
If you haven’t already, check it out!
frenchilep.blogspot.co.nz

By Emma Kane

Coming up for French
NCEA French exams: M onday 28 th N ovem ber
Monthly Google Hangouts: PD with National Adviser for French: french@ilep.ac.nz
National Adviser Area visits across New Zealand: October/ N ovem ber
NZAFT Concours dessin animé deadline: 18 th N ovem ber. Find out m ore here.
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German Language News
Teacher Feature: Inka Helwig

having a variety of tasks, learning material presentations
(e.g. a longer reading text can also be listened to) and
student work presentation (posters, websites, cartoons,
Inka Helwig, Senior Teacher of German at Te Aho o Te Kura Vokis etc.). Students can also collaborate and share (e.g.
Pounamu (The Correspondence School) was one of 16 winners through Padlet, Discussion forums, survey monkey etc.),
of 260 entries in a world-wide competition for teachers of including, e.g., comparing their own culture and cultural
German and tells us about her experiences, and more!
practices with those from the German speaking world.
The competition was a joint venture between the political
representatives of the German-speaking countries, the
International German teacher Association and the Goethe
Institut. German teachers were invited to send in a photo,
short film or audio file of an unusual ‘found object’ that
would be useful for discussing a broader spectrum of
cultural aspects within the German classroom.
The first part of our win was an incredibly inspiring oneweek Goethe Institut course in Berlin, where we learned
tons about how to use pictures in language teaching. The
second part is still ongoing. We created teaching materials
based on our objects and those materials will be available in
the middle of October for free use and for online-voting. The
first three creators with the most votes will win a trip to the
International Conference of German teachers in Fribourg,
Switzerland next year. So I am crossing my fingers that my
teaching materials will be liked.

This year we are also extremely fortunate to have Lina
Strempel , a German language assistant in our team who is
available for online conversation practice and together with
my colleague Gillian Barron offers German activity days that
include walks, eating at German restaurants etc.
There is a wealth of great PD opportunities for language
teachers within NZ. It always amazes me what is on offer in
such a small country, e.g. Goethe Intensivkurse and NZALT
Conferences, workshops with the ILEP German Adviser and
the National Coordinator for Learning Languages, PD at my
own school Te Kura (esp. for online teaching and learning,
one year I even was sent to ULEARN) and last but not least
networking with NZALT, GANZ and all the great colleagues.
Most of our course material derives from shared teacher
and student ideas and PD. (A Prinzen-song comes to mind
‘Das ist alles nur geklaut…’)

Find language teaching buddies, important list serves, PD
You can view the 16 ‘found objects’ here: http://idvnetz.org/ opportunities, workshops, conferences etc. We all need to
dachl/. My object is the graffiti with the wild boar. (Und ich be part of teaching and learning communities and we need
hab’ wirklich ‘Schwein gehabt’.)
constant PD. In the modern world it is all about teams and
I would like to especially thank the German National Adviser sharing; a lone wolf can’t cope with the complexities and the
Heike Papenthin, who brought the competition to our frequent changes anymore. In addition, creativity needs
input and it is always extremely helpful if someone points
attention on the German Listserve.
you to a good practical tried and tested materials that you
For our online courses, we are using authentic material can use in your teaching straight away.
from the internet, e.g. photos, Youtube films– esp. Easy
German and music videos, advertisments, Goethe Institut Try new things out, don’t be afraid to make mistakes. Laugh!
website and their film CDs and calendars, Pasch-Net, Make language teaching and learning fun!
Deutsche Welle, Lifeswap, Audiolingua, airline and travel Learning other languages and about other cultures not only
websites, tripline, virtual walk-throughs of important helps us to develop tolerance and empathy towards others
buildings like Neuschwanstein etc.
but it is also exciting and shapes our own identity. We
Our courses also have a lot of interactive components understand our own culture and ourselves better when we
(developed in-house but we are also using websites like compare our background with other cultures. We can even
develop a bit of a different persona for each language and
Quizlet, languages online, Zaption, Thinglink).
culture we are immersed in. Language learning takes your
We try to take ‘universal design to learn’ into account, e.g. blinkers off. By Inka Helwig, Correspondance School

Intercultural Teaching Topic
Was ist ein “Muttizettel”? Ihr habt davon noch nie
gehört? – Dann schaut doch bitte hier, im PaschNet (Hörverstehen und Text): http://www.paschnet.de/de/pas/cls/sch/jus/sdz/19385207.html
Ein interessantes Thema für den interkulturellen
Vergleich zwischen Neuseeland und Deutschland.
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Internationale Deutscholympiade
Eysha Negi is a student in her final year at Lynfield College.
Already bilingual due to her parents heritage from India and
Fuji, she found herself drawn to languages and already strongly
feels that foreign language learning has shaped her as a person.
“Who would have thought I’d make so many friends through
learning German!” she remarks. Elysha was one of two
students who represented New Zealand at the Internationale
Deutcholympiade in Berlin, where she was joined by 125
students from 64 different countries. “We all spoke different
languages but we had German in common, a language that was
foreign to each of us but was the one thing that united us.
German was a bridge between cultures.”

Since the Olympiad, Elysha has scored top marks in writing and
speaking German exams, which she thinks has a lot to do with
her Olympiad experience. She recommends to take the chance
to go abroad and if you’re afraid of speaking the language,
tokeep trying. “You can only get better after making mistakes!”
After college, Elysha is taking a gap year and returning to
Germany, partially due to potato-withdrawal, but also for a
love of German language
culture sparked by this
experience.

As well as the lasting
memories, friends and
German ability, Elysha’s
The Olympiad is a 2-week biannual competition. Elysha was
appearance in a German
attended by winning a scholarship through the Goethe Institut. newspaper “Der Tagesspiegel”
The competition involved making a poster on impressions of
is another souvenir that she
Berlin, a 10-15 minute presentation about water and a
could return to New Zealand
descriptive recreation of half of a photograph. The activities
with (see right).
were completed in groups, Elysha’s being comprised of
Read more about this year’s
students from Albania, Ireland and the Ivory Coast. The
IDO here:
assessment criteria was varied, not just German language
https://www.goethe.de/de/
ability, which Elysha found took the pressure off the language
spr/unt/ver/ido.html
and encouraged creativity.

Student Scholarship Selection Weekend
On Sunday 7th August, 16 outstanding Year 12 students of German from all
over New Zealand gathered at the Goethe-Institut in Wellington for 2 days
of intensive immersion in their chosen second language. Those from out of
Wellington met on arrival at the airport and were joined by the Wellington
students at the Youth Hostel where they stayed overnight. On Sunday
evening they were the guests of Mr Wolfgang Hüsgen of the German
Embassy at an Italian restaurant with German speaking waiting staff. On
Monday, each student was interviewed by the National German Adviser,
Heike Papenthin and Judith Geare of the Goethe-Institut. 5 students were
awarded PASCH scholarships to attend a German Language Course for
young people in Frankfurt in January; 2 will travel to Germany at the end
of this school year on an NZGSE exchange and 3 others are in line for a PAD
scholarship to Germany in 2017. Everyone at the Goethe-Institut was
hugely impressed with the standard of German attained by all 16 students.

By Judith Geare, Goethe-Institut,
Wellington

Coming up for German
German Film Festival: Until 16th October. See programme of films
here.

National Adviser Workshops “Current German pop songs in the German Language
Classroom”: 7th November, Riverton; 19 November, Auckland. Email german@ilep.ac.nz
German Essay Competition: Competition for students of German Y ear 9 – 13. Deadline for
submissions 4 November. http://nzssgec.weebly.com/
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Japanese Language News
Creating Global Students: Teaching and Learning Japanese
A recent article published in the Education Gazette on creating global students
looked at teaching and learning Japanese in New Zealand schools, with a focus on
effective teaching, the support available and the strengths within the community.
National Adviser for Japanese, Akiko Harada and Paula Kaspar from Hereworth
School both speak passionately about their work in Japanese language education.
“I would like to give teachers the confidence that will help them”
- Akiko Harada, National Adviser for Japanese
“My heart lies with Japanese. It is a language I know, a culture I’m familiar with
and I have a support network with the wider Japanese community”
- Paula Kaspar, Hereworth School

Read the article here.

Marugoto Teaching Resource
A teaching resource that comes recommended is called
Marugoto, and consists of an online and a textbook
element. In November, a workshop for teachers of
Japanese will be held in November to advise how best to
use it in the classroom. See flyer here.

Akiko at Hereworth School

Japanese Speech Competition
The annual Auckland The Regional Secondary School
Japanese Speech Festival took place at AUT University on
August the 19th. While this competition is always hotly
contested, it was more so this year, with Air NZ’s
sponsorship of return tickets to Japan for the first placed
speakers in the Year 12 and Year 13 categories. With high
stakes on the line, for the first time, the competition
required speakers to focus on the topic of ‘Travel’, which
was open to interpretation. What was more, was the extra
process of interviewing, to decide the eventual recipients
of first, second and third prizes.
Although I had been wanting to participate in this
competition for a while, this year was the first time I
actually did. I wrote my speech on an Onsen (hot springs)
experience, which had been a highlight for me on the

school trip to Japan last year. I had no expectations
whatsoever, and not once, did I even dare to think that I
would walk away with the top prize. I am absolutely
humbled to have been awarded with first place in a pool of
talented Y13 students who also delivered amazing
speeches.
I’d like to thank AUT, in collaboration with the Japan
Foundation and the Consulate-General of Japan, for
hosting the event once again, and also Air New Zealand for
sponsoring the event for the first time! Judges, teachers,
parents and fellow students – together, you all contributed
to the success of the event, and without a doubt, the
festival for 2017 will be just as exciting!
By Benny Shen, student at Pakuranga College
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Advocacy Trip to Japan for Principals
This new programme offers New Zealand school principals an opportunity to travel to Japan to
experience Japanese language and culture first-hand. The aim is to encourage the uptake of
Japanese language programmes in schools and form networks among principals. It is a fantastic
opportunity for principals looking to introduce or broaden the influence of Japanese at their
schools and the wider community.
The 9-day programme includes:
- Orientation at the Japan Foundation in Sydney
- Visits to government offices and language institutes
- School visits and cultural experiences
- Museum and sightseeing activities in Tokyo and Kyoto
Programme dates: 17-26 February 2017
Application deadline: 26th October 2016

Find out more information and for the application forms by emailing: programmes@ilep.ac.nz

Japanese Immersion for Teachers
Japan Foundation Sydney Seminar
“Having the opportunity to communicate only in Japanese for 3 1/2 days was magical! I
used every phrase, vocab and idiom I could muster just to keep up with my peers and
the native speaker teachers and staff. A huge thankyou to ILEP and the Japan
Foundation as I was truly fortunate to experience the best PD I could ever receive. This
intensive seminar was the highlight of my year.”

- Adrian Welsh, St Peter’s School, Cambridge
“I'm thankful to the JF staff team for this wonderful experience. I set my personal goals
at the beginning, which I was able to happily tick off on the last day and say I achieved
them all; being in the shoes of a learner again in a classroom, observing the teaching
strategies and techniques of the JF teachers and instructors, brushing up my knowledge
of up-to-date Japanese language and culture as well as gaining fresh ideas of
facilitating cultural sessions. I found all of the activities we did relevant to what we do
as teachers. Working as a team of 21 from different schools and areas was fun and
enjoyable. Everyone was motivated, enthusiastic and actively participated in everything
we did. I enjoyed our discussions and the activities I took part in inside and outside of
the scheduled timetable during the week. It was certainly worth participating !”
- Elly Cho

Fukushima Kizuna Revitalisation Programme
2 teachers from New Zealand, Janet at Ian, took part in a language and culture immersion
programme in Fukushima, Japan this July. They took part in a range of activities including
visits to schools, tours of the district, cultural activities and homestays. Both teachers
were able to practice their language and absorb some aspects of authentic Japan to bring
back to their classrooms. They also had the chance to make connections for future school
exchanges through the trip.

Coming up for Japanese
Japanese Film Festival Auckland: 28 N ovem ber—1 December.
Japan Foundation Grant Deadline: 1 Decem ber. See the website.
National Adviser Workshop “Marugoto Resource” with the Japan Foundation: 9 th, 10th, 11 th N ovem ber in Christchurch, Wellington and Auckland. See the flyer here. Email: japanese@ilep.ac.nz
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Spanish Language News
Student Language Immersion Award to Chile
When offered the opportunity to go on an exchange, my
immediate reply was 'No. There's no way I would be able to
do that', but amongst some general persuasion, I decided to
go ahead and apply for an AFS Language Immersion Award
(LIA). It was to my surprise that I succeeded, and a little over 6
months later I found myself in a foreign country, speaking a
foreign language and having the time of my life.
For five months I was placed in the capital of Chile, Santiago. I
was at home with an amazing host family, at school with most
definitely the best people in the world, and was soaking up
every bit of culture and language as possible. Halfway through
my exchange, the language became a lot easier. So much so,
that it was just an added bonus to the amount of fun I was
having with my Chilean family and friends.

language in the world, share so
many fond memories, and eat my
entire body weight in empanadas.
It has created so many pathways for me. I have a clearer idea
of what I might like to study after school, and I now have a
much broader perspective on the world.
Spanish comes easily to me now. I try and incorporate it into
my every day life as I have completely fallen in love with the
language. You can have so much fun with it, and the feeling of
being able to speak it fills you up with so much happiness. I'm
now even thinking in Spanish, which is by far the best thing in
the world.
I am so thankful for the opportunity to go on an exchange,
thanks to the LIA, it was all possible. I definitely recommend
applying for one, as you never know, you might just have the
best semester of your life.

The LIA opened up an entire world for me. Without it I would
have never of been able to meet so many new people
(beyond just Chileans! Other exchange students from all
around the globe too), learn the second most spoken
By Alex Martin, student at Otago Girls’ High School

Workshops for Teachers of Spanish
A professional development workshop for teachers of Spanish, "Compartiendo
ideas para la clase de español” took place at the University of Canterbury on 1st
September. The day involved presentations from University staff as well as
secondary school teachers who had participated in language and culture
scholarship programmes. Knowledge and ideas were shared on a variety of topics
including tertiary study, virtual reality for teaching Spanish, history and cultural
activities. See pictures below. A teacher’s reaction:
“A better understanding of the Spanish culture equips me with further insights
as to how to link or compare it with NZ and well as other countries' cultural
distinctions. It has inspired me to improve my own linguistic and conversational
ability in Spanish so I can better inspire my students - I am taking Spanish
conversation classes in Term 4 to achieve this.”
Another recent series of workshops in September on “How to implement the
principles of iCLT” into Spanish teaching was an event that teachers came away
from feeling more confident in their abilities to “incorporate the principles into
planning and assessment’” and “raise cultural awareness through deeper
questioning and analysing resources.”

ILEP Workshops: www.ilep.ac.nz

Pablo Mateu Garcia, National
Adviser for Spanish at ILEP
organises these workshops Keep
an eye on www.ilep.ac.nz and sign
up to the ELENZA listserve, a
popular medium for teachers fof
Spanish to connect with
eachother and opportunities.
Email Pablo: spanish @ilep.ac.nz.
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UIMP Scholarship: Kiwi Adventure in Santander
We were the recipients of the ILEP Scholarship which
meant spending a full two weeks in Spain whilst
attending a course in the Universidad Internacional
Menendez Pelayo in Santander. The course was called
“Entornos Virtuales en la Enseñanza de ELE”. It gave us
a deep insight into teaching Spanish as a second
language through the virtual world.

We certainly enjoyed our time in Santander and we are
very grateful for the wonderful opportunity that the
ILEP has given us. We would recommend this course for
any teacher who is interested in improving their
linguistic and cultural knowledge, their technological
skills in the classroom and their aspiration to meet
other Spanish teachers from around the world.

Our experience was amazing, from learning lots of
different new skills to prepare lessons and material for
the technological classroom environment to sharing
ideas and methodologies with teachers from all over
the world.

What better way to do all
this than in Spain itself?

The cultural aspect of the course was also very
interesting and motivating, with up to date information
about Politics and Society in Spain these days.

Spanish World Champions
Connor Fuller from St Paul’s Collegiate School recently
featured in national news for his successes in winning
first place in the world for Spanish in the Language
Perfect World Championships by a considerable margin.
The Spanish language knowledge he gained at school
was supplemented by attending an overseas exchange
in Argentina. “I went over with a good grounding of the
basics and straight away I found myself able to
understand what people were saying. After 3 months I
was able to talk kind of fluently.”

By Lylian Carrasco &
Sarah McGoverne

Find out about the
UIMP scholarship at:
www.ilep.ac.nz

Biblioteca de letras Latinas &
ILEP Resource Library
Teachers of Spanish are reminded of the free
resources available to them, such as the Resource
Library at ILEP, University of Auckland Epsom
Campus and the Biblioteca de letras Latinas set up
by the Auckland Latin American community.
Make the most of the collections of resources
available and enquire by email:
biblioteca.letraslatinas@gmail.com
admin@ilep.ac.nz

Another student of St Paul’s Collegiate School, Kathy
Hastie, has also excelled at Language Perfect and thanks
to her high scores was lucky enough to be chosen in a
draw to win a 3 month scholarship to Spain over
Christmas time, where she will be able to build on the
solid foundation she has gained at school.
She says she took up the language because of its
popularity across the globe and because of the sound.
“I like the sound of it, I like the way it flows. It’s quite
different to English in that way, that’s why it really
appealed to me.”

Coming up for Spanish
Student Video Competition: Term 4, see www.stanza.org.nz
National Adviser for Spanish Workshops and Visits: em ail:
spanish@ilep.ac.nz.
DELE exams (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2): Deadline to register 19th October for ex am s on 25th & 26th
November.
See the Instituto de Cervantes website.
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Korean Language News
Korean Speech/Quiz Competition
On Saturday 17th September, the 4th Korean speech/Quiz Competition was
held at Northcote Intermediate School. About 150 students, parents and
staff participated in the event, and every participant work hard towards the
competition.

Mangere Central School – Korean Experience Day
Korean Experience Day was held at Mangere Central School on 17th August.
The event was organized and supported by the Korean Education Centre and
volunteers. About 500 students from year 1~8, they all enjoyed Korean
traditional games such as Tuho (Throwing arrows into a jar), Jegi Chagi
(Korean Hacky), Omok(Connect 5 board game), Pengi Chigi (Korean traditional
top spinning game), Korean Fan making, Wearing Korean traditional customs,
Calligraphy (writing names in Korean) and learning Tae Kwon Do (Korean
martial arts). Volunteers from the Korean community and the senior Korean
Whanau students at MCS were actively involved in the event and made the
day successful.

Korean Events
Korea Festival in Auckland 2016
The Korean Consulate is excited to present the Korea Festival in Auckland 2016,
celebrating the unique relationship between New Zealand and Korea. This
October will see Auckland become a Korean cultural playground, with free events
taking place right throughout the month, celebrating Korean food, music, art and
film to get involved in. Find more information here.

Korean Language Week: 3-9 October
As part of Korea Festival in Auckland, short clips of Korean language learning
“Simply Korean” were released one by one during the Korean Language week.
You can see the videos on the Korean Language Week Facebook page.

Be inspired by Korea—Korean Games Nights
The Korean Education Centre and Asia NZ Foundation are hosting Korean Games
Nights. Join us for a fun evening to learn and play a range of Korean games
suitable for your students. Each participant will receive a games pack as well as an
opportunity to win prizes. Register to attend a free Korean Games Night in your
region. You can register up to 4 other people at one time. Only 20 places
per event! (Click below to register)
North Shore – Wednesday 19 October
Auckland – Wednesday 26 October
Hamilton – Thursday 20 October
Tauranga – Wednesday 2 November
Wellington – Thursday 27 October
Christchurch – Thursday 13 October

See the Korean Education Centre website
for news and information for Korean

Upcoming Dates for All Languages
“The impact of language proficiency on teaching ability” Lecture by Jack Richards:
20th October, University of Auckland. See flyer here.

ILEP Languages Community Calendar: Find an overview of im portant dates for languages here.
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ALLiS: Asian Language Learning in Schools
I am the ALLiS Coordinator for the Kapiti Coast cluster of schools.
My role entails liaising with the schools and colleges in our area
as we introduce Mandarin in 2016 and Japanese in 2017. I have
a background in secondary school foreign language teaching and
am based at Waikanae Primary School. Our cluster in Kapiti is
one of the larger clusters in the country with 10 primary schools
and 3 secondary schools. Mandarin is being offered at the
colleges for the first time this year and we have 20 primary
teachers with no previous experience in teaching Mandarin who
have volunteered to participate in the programme. One of my
main jobs is to arrange a programme of professional
development for them which addresses both language learning
and language teaching pedagogy and equips them with practical
ideas which can be transferred straight into their classrooms.
What are your school's goals in their ALLiS project?
Broadly speaking, our aims are to increase the number of
students learning Asian languages in the schools in our cluster
and to raise the proficiency of those students in Asian languages.
To achieve these aims, we are focusing on building teacher
expertise in delivering Asian language classes and on working
collaboratively to provide seamless language learning pathways
between primary schools and colleges. Our first year has got off
to a positive start, the students are gaining a strong and
confident foundation in basic Mandarin greetings and a personal
experience of some aspects of Chinese culture. Their enthusiasm
for learning is evident in the way they are sharing their new
language skills with others in the playground and at home. I
think their enthusiasm was summed up by a Year 3 student, who
said that she would “even rather learn Chinese than play a
game”! There have been some exciting cross-curricular benefits,
with students finding links between China and New Zealand,
Mandarin and Te Reo, Chinese New Year and Matariki.

development days. The focus of our PD days, especially for our
inexperienced Mandarin teachers, is very strongly on building
teacher capability so that the programme is sustainable in our
cluster in the future.
What support do you receive from organisations/PD providers?
The majority of our professional development has been provided
by International Languages Exchanges and Pathways (ILEP). All
our primary school teachers are signed up for ILEP’s Introduction
to Language Teaching Programme, which offers teachers
ongoing support in the form of workshops, classroom visits and
resource and ideas sharing, as well as a guided inquiry project.
The ILEP workshops encourage teachers to really own the
language, creating opportunities for their students to use
Mandarin in ways that are authentic and meaningful.
We’re also really grateful to have the support of the Confucius
Institute who have provided us with two wonderful Mandarin
Language Assistants, shared amongst all 20 of our primary
teachers and, where possible, our college teachers. They have
made a huge contribution to the success of our programme,
building the teachers’ capability to teach Mandarin by
supporting them with the language and pronunciation, and
arranging cultural activities such as making dumplings and moon
cakes, creating lanterns and Peking Opera masks, and teaching
the art of paper cutting. “I feel welcomed whenever [the MLAs]
come in, because they say nĭ hăo and have smiley faces
on.” (Year 3 student, Waikanae Primary School).

Why do you think Asian language education is important?
International studies have shown that learning a second
language in general can improve a student’s literacy skills in their
first language and that learning another language at school
improves a student’s performance across the curriculum. In
addition to these cognitive benefits, an understanding of
How is your cluster working together?
another language is an increasingly important part of equipping
We have arranged 4 full professional development days this year
our young people to participate effectively in today’s global
for the teachers involved in the programme to come together
community. In learning this language and culture, our students
across the cluster. These provide the majority of teacher
are gaining a wonderful insight into the of one of New Zealand’s
resources in the form of ideas and language teaching techniques.
largest trading partners.
The teachers appreciate the opportunity for collaboration as
well as the professional learning offered, particularly those who Do you have any advice for the schools just starting on their
are the only Mandarin teacher in their school. In addition, our
ALLiS journey?
MLAs have started offering after school Mandarin language
My biggest piece of advice would be to keep really open
lessons for the teachers. This came about as some of the
communication channels between teachers and schools
teachers felt ready for their own language learning to start
throughout the cluster. We’ve built in routines to help us do this
beyond the classroom. Named “Mandarin Corner”, this has
such as regular MLA visits, an online platform for sharing
become an enjoyable way to practice our language and learn
resources and regular email contact between the teachers and
more about Chinese culture in a relaxed, fun setting. As well as
me. We’ve also felt that it’s really important to keep the needs
the opportunities for teachers from different schools to work
of the teachers and schools at the heart of our planning. For the
together, it has been exciting to see students from different
teachers, we have a comprehensive wrap around practical
schools across coming together for recent Discover China Days. support in. For the schools, we’ve catered for flexibility so that
each has been able to run the programme in a way that fits in
How are you using the funding to benefit teachers/ students?
best with their school. Keeping teachers’ needs as the focus and
Our ALLiS funding is vital to the running of the programme. We
building their capability as teachers of Mandarin will help the
use it for the coordinator’s salary, associated travel costs, and
programme to become
for teacher relief to attend the cluster’s four professional
By Elizabeth Couchman
sustainable into the future.
A new round of ALLiS funding will give 63 additional New Zealand schools financial support for their Mandarin, Japanese or
Korean language programmes in 2017, bringing the total participating schools to 203. See the website for details.
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PLD Programmes: Introduction and Consolidation
Applications are now open for teachers to register for the fully-funded ILEP professional
development programmes for beginner/experienced language teachers in 2017.
The Introduction to Language Teaching and Language Teaching Consolidation
programmes run throughout the year and involve 3 workshops, class observations,
cluster-based support with peers and a guided inquiry project suitable for appraisals.
Email programme facilitator Karen Hollis for more information: k.hollis@auckland.ac.nz
Find application forms at www.ilep.ac.nz/pathways

Apply by 1st December 2016.

Professional Learning Pathways

Language Teaching Consolidation Programme 2016
I chose to be a part of the Consolidation programme to back up what I learnt in
TPDL in 2008 and to make sure I was still on track now that I’m in the secondary
system. For me, language learning is about interaction; speaking and listening as
much as writing and reading. But I feel that so often that this component is
overlooked and under-valued. For this reason I have chosen interaction as my
focus for the Consolidation project.

I’ve been a teacher now since 1994 and have never stopped learning. I think it’s
crucial to keep up with PD. There is always something new to learn from someone
who knows more than me. I believe everyone, regardless of their profession should be involved in PD whenever
they feel a gap or are offered an opportunity.
The Consolidation stage is making me think about my teaching methods again. What works? What doesn’t?
Why/why not? So I am constantly evaluating my lessons and what I have achieved or not achieved. I have
found the teaching in Secondary school very different to Primary. The pressure to cover the syllabus for NCEA is
immense. Luckily at Y9&10 there is greater flexibility. It took me a few weeks to realise I should just teach the
way I know how and feel comfortable with rather than try to fit a mould that didn’t feel right.
After my reflection and chat with Karen (the course facilitator) I felt rejuvenated and she reinforced my gut
instinct and I therefore applied some of our discussion points into my teaching: teaching to smaller groups,
continuing to use formulaic expressions rather than giving vocab lists to rote learn for tests each week, allowing
for plenty of oral interaction and making mistakes.
If I didn’t believe my participation in the Consolidation stage was going to benefit my students or my teaching I
would not have applied to be part of the course. Meeting other language teachers and being able to share
ideas, take what I think will work for me and my students and then applying it in class will benefit my students.
Discussing issues that arise with other language teachers is very helpful. This for me is a very big component of
the course.
I would definitely recommend the Consolidation stage to other teachers. It doesn’t really impact your life in the
way a university paper would. You are teaching anyway and always wanting to improve, this course focuses you
and keeps you focused on your goals. Instead of evaluating in your head you write it down and keep it as part of
the course requirements. My advice is if you’re thinking about it; do it.
A highlight for me is always sharing ideas with other teachers. Seeing what others do really motivates you. An
offshoot is that you have someone sit in and observe to see whether what you think you’re doing and what
you’re really doing match up.

By Hayley Johns, Villa Maria College

www.ilep.ac.nz

09 623 8899 ext. 48773

@NZ.ILEP
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Ministry of Education Language Immersion Awards (AFS)
16 teachers have recently been selected for a Ministry of Education Language Immersion Award to China, Japan, Samoa,
France, Germany and Argentina in 2017. Teachers from around New Zealand will be heading off to immerse themselves in
communities, schools, language programmes and families to improve their own language and cultural knowledge, and
importantly bringing back that new updated knowledge to their classrooms and schools. Hear from 3 of these teachers below...

Paula Kasper, Director of Languages and Culture at Hereworth School
“My interest in an LIA has been annual however I believe this year the benefits of being involved will
greatly assist the vision of growing a sustainable languages and culture pathway at my school,
Hereworth Years 1-8. I have been fortunate to be awarded a 3 month immersion experience. My
intention is to use the LIA experience to refresh and modernise my language and culture knowledge
and skills. As a Languages and Culture teacher I endeavour to assist students to make connections
with their own language, use familiar formulaic expressions and everyday vocabulary in real life
situations, and to encourage enthusiastic and motivated Japanese language learners. A Learning
Languages pathway from Primary through to High School /University is an excellent way to cultivate
global citizenship and promote communicative language life-long learning for our global environment.
My aim is to be to be a leader in primary language and culture learning in NZ to be shared with all.”

Howard Young, DP at South Wellington Intermediate won a one month award
“As Head of Languages and Head of International Engagement I lead language and cultural programmes
throughout the school. All students at SWIS learn a language alongside the culture as the two go hand-inhand. As a teacher of Japanese I am always looking at ways to build on or improve my teaching, and over
the last two years I have developed my language teaching practice through a range of PLD including
working with Karen Hollis at ILEP, attending NZALT conferences, leading our school in an ALLiS cluster and
my own language classes. When talking to my students about what would improve their language learning,
the message was clear - they want more authentic learning opportunities and direct links between culture
and language. This got me thinking and it became obvious to me that a Language Immersion Award would
be the best way to achieve mine and my students’ goals. I have the opportunity to spend a month in Japan
and I will be taking every opportunity to be immersed fully. I will return from this experience with an
improved grasp of Japanese, and a series of authentic cultural contexts that I can engage my students with.”

Michelle van Lit, Marshall Laing Primary School has been studying in Beijing
“It has been a challenging and rewarding experience so far in Beijing. The course has been great
so far. I have learnt more in a week here at Capital Normal University then all year in my weekly
Mandarin class at home. The Chinese teachers love their homework but it all pays off though as I
can now recognise some characters when I out exploring the city (I knew none when I left) and
my ear is much more attuned to the language. The highlight has definitely been a visit out to the
Great Wall of China! I got to visit a local primary school which was a wonderful experience. Now
I have been asked to give a lecture at the university about teaching in NZ, I am looking forward
to sharing about some of the great stuff teachers are doing back home. I will try make the most
of my remaining time here and soak up as much of the culture and language as I can.”

lia.info@afs.org

04 903 2275

prue.elwood@afs.org
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Teacher Professional Development Languages
French Teacher Community Story

Sue Pommerade’s Story

For the past nine years, it has at least been once every
school holidays that a group of four Francophile teachers
from intermediate schools in Auckland’s Western and
Southern suburbs meet up for lunch and share what has
been happening in their lives.

I can thoroughly recommend this course
to anyone thinking about doing it. I
would consider it a MUST for new
teachers and a real bonus for those who
have a lot of experience.

Alison, Christine, Dianne, and Shirley first met when they all
participated in the TPDL programme in 2007. Looking back
at their teaching after the programme nine years on, they all
agree on the immense benefits TPDL has had on their
confidence, their personal improvement in French, and their
knowledge of the pedagogy of teaching a second language.

Having heard from many other teaching colleagues how
much they enjoyed doing the TPDL course and how useful it
was, I decided to enrol in the course myself this year. It has
been a PD opportunity not to be missed and one of the few
which has actually changed my teaching techniques. I have
done a lot of PD over the years, but this course is different in
that it has a three-pronged approach which is extremely
“I loved every minute of the course”, Alison says, “TPDL was
effective: namely a theoretical base (Edprof studies – a 3rd
life changing for me. I believe I’ve become a better teacher.”
year university paper), classroom observations each term
“Any teacher who is passionate about second language and with baseline data drawn from student participation in the
who is looking for ways of improving their own teaching and target language, which you have to improve on each term
their students’ learning in that language should complete
and finally a personal learning opportunity, to further your
TPDL”, Christine adds.
second language knowledge. I’ve chosen Spanish, which is
my 4th language and it has provided the necessary pressure
One of the fundamental changes that TPDL brought to their
for me to visit a native speaker regularly for chats to
classrooms is the general use of French for giving
improve my spoken fluency. I will sit a DELE examination in
instructions during class time, which has become “second
November, which will give me a benchmark qualification I
nature” to them, as Christine describes. Today, all of them
can build on. In fact it has given me the necessary
continue to transfer their passion for French to their
confidence to teach a Year 11 class next year, which is not
students who love the challenge of something new – not
something I have done before in Spanish.
only the language but also the wider knowledge of the
French culture. The four teachers all have funny, heartMy last formal theoretical study of second language learning
warming, and memorable classroom experiences and
and teaching was over 20 years ago, when I completed a
anecdotes to tell, which reflect the positive impact TPDL has Diploma in Second Language Teaching. It has been really
had on their students’ learning. When they succeed in
interesting to see how the researchers have moved well
instilling a love and passion for learning any other language beyond the Communicative approach to the Task-Based or
in their students, they owe this achievement to the
Task-Supported approach and to read of convincing reasons
programme, they say. And whenever any of their former
about why not to do so much grammar and why to teach as
learners ventures to try out their language knowledge
much in the target language as possible. I have seen the
overseas, the teachers enjoy hearing about this as much as effects of this approach particularly in my Year 10 Spanish
the young adults love to share their experiences. Naturally, class. They have gained in fluency and confidence to speak
both parties with a well-deserved touch of pride.
as much in Spanish as possible. I have learnt to work more
collaboratively with them, accepting that I don’t need to
Alison, Christine, Dianne, and Shirley keep on catching up
know everything and that we can learn together when we
regularly. Their shared passion which brought the ‘French
need to. The result is a much better classroom relationship
Buddies’ together in the first place has developed into a
and fun exploring new language together.
friendship that now reaches much further than a shared
professional experience
I have gained a much deeper appreciation of Ellis’ 10
Principles, now I can really articulate each principle and try
to incorporate them into each lesson.
I haven’t found the course arduous or too time-consuming,
which is the biggest concern when you are a busy full-time
teacher and it has been really great to learn new things,
then to try them out on the students, experimenting and
improving practice all the time.

Enrol on the TPDL in 2017 by 30th November. See the website and email: tpdl@auckland.ac.nz
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